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Experiences in Denmark 

 Published November 2016 as analysis 

 Not an official geographical unit 

 Labour Market Areas changes 1980-2014 

 Labour Market Areas according to  

 Gender and age 

 Educational background 

 Used by Danish Economic Councils 

 Economic consequences of migrant labour 
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Experiences during Workshop Series 

 Very different parameter settings (explicit and implicit) create 
different concepts of Labour Market Areas 
 Wholly/partially administrative or purely statistical 

 Local or regional (Minimum self-containment from 0.6 to 0.8 and perhaps beyond) 

 A lot of incomparability 

 Little value in a European setting 

 Many member stats not participating 

 Explanation 
 National tradition 

 Personal taste 

 Theory and practice not easily connected 

 No ”recipe” as in other statistical areas 
- Caveat: An agreed recipe is not necessarily a good one (FUA) 
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Optimizing by Quality Measures 

 Setting parameters so one or more quality measures 

are optimized 

 Removes necessity of specific method – as ”best result” is 

probably not created with any specific method 

 LMAs should then be defined as the partition that maximizes 

specific quality measures or a specific combination of quality 

measures 

 Will create very different outputs in different countries 

 Could be volatile from time to time in the same country 
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Internal Cohesion 

 Same partition gives different results with different 
geographic units 

 Belgium, a specific partition 
 Internal Cohesion Flow (from package) median 40.4 with 237 units 

and 48.3 with 589 units 

 Mean internal interaction (outside local area) .041 with 237 units 
and .056 with 589 units 

 Denmark, also a specific partition 
 Mean internal interaction (outside local area) .067 with 99 units 

and .081 with 271 units 

 Units measuring IC should normally mimick localities or 
local communities, but are normally just the same 
building blocks as in the algorithm 
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External Separation 
example: modularity quality 
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Useful Quality Measures 

 Should address both internal coherence and external 

separation 

 Should be realtively insensitive to the Modifiable 

Area Unit Problem (MAUP) 

 Should work with different network dispersions and 

densities 

 Should work in different labour market conditions 

 Must ensure optimum within reasonable range 
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Interaction Formula and  
Self-Containment 

 Current formula gives the relatively larger flow an 
advantage by squaring flows 

𝐿𝑋𝑌
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 Alternative formula equalizes the two flows, and may 
slightly reduce size differences 
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 Connection between combined self-containment 
measure and interaction still holds [and works when 
included in algorithm]  
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Interaction Formula Parametrized 

 This formula can be taken into other ”dimensions”, the 
same way as a generalized (power) mean.  
 Higher powers centralize , may increase size differences 

 Lower powers decentralize, may decrease size differences 
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 The ”harmonic” power works well for pre-agglomeration 
of small areas so that areas are not attracted to large 
cities etc. already in this stage 
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Implicit Parameters 

 What to include and what to exclude 

 Lack of self-employed and civil servants  

 22 LMAs instead of 29 in Denmark 

 Leaving out non-commuters 

 22 LMAs instead of 29 in Denmark 

 Self-containment equivalent  

 About 4 pct. points for each of the cases in Denmark 

 Including secondary jobs 

 32 LMAs instead of 29 in Denmark 
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LMAs across Borders 

 Different methods or parameters will lead to 

disagreement 

 Principle of ”least common area” 

 Only areal units that both countries agree are in a 

transnational LMA, can be officially delimited as such 

 No limits in analytic or scientific work 
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Parameters Connectible to Theory 

 According to either the adjusted ”geometric” formula 
or sqrt of original ”Smart” formula: 
 The interaction of any area with itself is equal to the 

geometric mean of the two partial self-containment 
measures: 

𝐶𝑋𝑋

𝑅𝑋 𝑊𝑋
 

 If we demand 𝐶𝑋𝑋

𝑅𝑋 𝑊𝑋
> 2

2
 ~ .707 then  

 DS-SC > ½ and SS-SC > ½, as required by def 

 Normally both SC >> ½, as intended 

 Low on one SC is always compensated on the other 

 Area always more functional than specialized 

 Useful in practice 
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A Simple Recipe 

 If basic territorial units are small, create communities 

(building blocks) using ”harmonic” interaction 

formula. Sort out non-contiguities, if any. 

 Create Labour Market Areas using ”geometric” 

interaction formula (and self-containment) and 

simple parameters 

 Optionally, optimize borders between areas 

 

 Has been tested!  
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Method-Oriented Harmonization 

 Criteria that the methodology should meet 

 For example 

 Recommended method should be basis 

 Narrower limits of parameters than now 

 Some harmonization of population definition 

- With some liberties according to data issues 

 EU-LMAs could be further subdivided or aggregated for 

national LMAs according to national needs 
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Output-Oriented Harmonization 

 Criteria that the output should meet 

 For example 

 All EU-LMAs should be more than 50 percent self-contained 

- supply-side as well as demand-side 

 At least 70 pct. of the employed persons should live in EU-

LMAs that are at least 70 pct. self-contained supply-side – 

and similarly for demand-side 

 For all EU-LMAs it should in principle be possible to 

compute an annual unemployment rate 

 EU-LMAs could be aggregates or subdivisions of national 

LMAs  
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